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TALK OUTLINE
- brief intro
- cellular-based modeling features
- existing inhibitory models (briefly)
- some of our modeling (briefly)
- opinion/suggestions

Two Research Prongs in my Lab
Detailed multi-compartment models
of inhibitory cells

Population activities in inhibitory
(and excitatory) networks

from Scholarpedia, “Hippocampus” - Buzsaki (2011)
“The hippocampus is a part of the forebrain, located in the medial temporal lobe. It is critical for the formation
of those kinds of memories, which can be consciously declared. Due to its self-generated network patterns,
newly acquired memories are gradually transferred to neocortical stores through the process of memory
consolidation.”
“Nearly all hippocampal functions are performed in collaboration with several of its partners, of which the most
prominent is the entorhinal cortex, and strongly influenced by subcortical neuromodulators.”

Function of hippocampal subregions

from Scholarpedia, “Models of Hippocampus” - Hasselmo (2011)

Region CA1
“In contrast to region CA3, region CA1 has little excitatory recurrent connectivity, and receives
primarily feedforward input from region CA3 and medial entorhinal cortex layer III. Some models
have proposed that region CA1 functions as a comparator of the input from entorhinal cortex layer
III with the output from region CA3.....”

Two Research Prongs in my Lab
Detailed multi-compartment models
of inhibitory cells

Experimental Collaborators (present):
J.J. Lawrence, L. Topolnik

Population activities in inhibitory
(and excitatory) networks

Experimental Collaborators (present):
S. Williams
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Population Activities in rodent hippocampus (cont’d)

Behaving rat
0.5 mV
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Whole hippocampus in vitro
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Theta (4-12 Hz) oscillations

Figure 1 The upper trace shows theta recorded from the CA1 apical dendrites of a freely moving
rat (L.L.C. and E.I.M., unpublished data), whereas the lower trace shows theta waves in the whole4 (their Fig.
2009
1c). Note that the in vivo and in vitro patterns
hippocampus preparation ofColgin
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et al.Moser
onwavelength
Goutagny
et al. 2009
are almost identical in based
frequency,
and waveform.

decreasing frequencies along the septotemporal
axis suggests a possible mechanism for the

frequencies for pyramidal cells at different
septotemporal locations14? Moreover, what
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Consideration from a modeling perspective
Challenges quickly become apparent
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used by cognitive electrophysiologists are EEG and MEG, and intracranial
cesses underlying cognitiveclearly
operations. required....

depicted here, but are also relevant for brain function and neural computation.
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“my balance and tight coupling”
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Model Usage
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Current Opinion in Neurobiology
Skinner 2012
Cellular-based Modeling Features.
Four features and their interactions are presented as the components of
cellular-based modeling. Note that the Experiment feature in the

Figure 2
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- possible useful organization to be clear about biological context of cellular
models and to try to take best advantage of theoretical insights
- consider similar mathematical model structures, so interpretation is key

Features and Interactions of Different Modeling Types.
Top left: Generic type modeling uses mathematical models that encompass various levels of detail but which are not determined directly from
experiment. This modeling type necessarily takes advantage of Theory and Analyses.
Top right: Biophysical type modeling is the original type of cellular-based modeling, and includes voltage-gated channels based on experimental data.
The black arrow at the top from Biophysical type modeling to Generic type modeling is intended to suggest that formalizing such a connection would
be a way to include the Experiment feature in Generic type modeling.
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The Same Domain of Pyramidal
Cells Receives Differentially Timed
GABAergic Input from Distinct Sources
In addition to PV-expressing cells, cholecystokinin (CCK)–expressing GABAergic interneurons also innervate pyramidal cells (Fig. 1) at
the soma and proximal dendrites (types 3 and
4), at the apical dendrites (type 9), at dendrites
receiving glutamatergic CA3 input (type 8), and

idal cells start firing as the rat enters a spatial
location, the place field of the cell. During gamma oscillations, CCK-expressing cells fire just
before CA1 pyramidal cells (23). Because active
pyramidal cells can selectively reduce the inhibition from CCK-expressing cells via retrograde
cannabinoid receptor activation, the unique spike
timing and molecular design of these GABAergic
cells are well suited to increase the contrast in
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CR

oriens-alveus interneurons showing the domain-specific innervation of pyramidal cells by their axons. A stratum oriens–lacunosummoleculare cell (O–LM cell) projects its axon (red) to pyramidal cell distal dendrites of the stratum lacunosum-moleculare. A basket
cell soma, located within stratum oriens, projects
CA3 its axon (green) to the pyramidal neuron soma and the proximal dendrites. A
bistratified cell sends its axon (yellow/blue) to both basal and apical dendrites in stratum oriens and radiatum. Far left, cartoon of a
pyramidal cell showing the approximate
Stratumlocation of the basal and apical
44 (Figure modified fromREF. 45.)
1 dendrites, and the cell body.
2
b | The laminar distribution of dendritic
and axonal arbors of different types of interneurons
containing calcium-binding
pyramidale
CB+proteins and
neuropeptides in the hippocampus. Circles mark the general soma location of each interneuron type. The lines emanating from
them indicate the predominant orientation and laminar distribution of the dendritic tree. Purple boxes represent the laminae where
the axon of each interneuron type typically extends its arbor. Turquoise boxes indicate that other interneurons,
CB-rather than principal
cells, are the primary targets. The transverse extent of the dendrites or axon is not indicated. (CB, calbindin; CCK, cholecystokinin;
Stratum
CR, calretinin; PV, parvalbumin; Som, somatostatin; VIP, vasoactive intestinal peptide.) (Figure modified fromREF. 8.)
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bistratified cells (18), modulate the dendrites of
pyramidal cells one-quarter of a theta cycle after
PV-expressing basketStratum
cellslacunosum-moleculare
(20) discharge; PVexpressing basket cells in turn fire later than axoaxonic cells (19). Also, during gamma oscillations,
Stratum radiatum
distinct types of interneuron
contribute differentially to the temporal modulation of pyramidal cell
subcellular domains (Fig. 2) (21–23). Firing of
Stratum pyramidale
basket (24) and axo-axonic cells (23)
is moderately
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Cellular details critical, interneurons in particular...
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Interneuron cell types
are fit to function

Morphology

Intrinsic
properties

Somatostatin

Understanding brain circuits begins with an appreciation of their component parts — the cells. Although GABAergic interneurons are a minority population within the brain, they are crucial for the control of inhibition. Determining the diversity of these
interneurons has been a central goal of neurobiologists, but this amazing cell type has so far defied a generalized classification
system. Interneuron complexity within the telencephalon could be simplified by viewing them as elaborations of a much more
finite group of developmentally specified cardinal classes that become further specialized as they mature. Our perspective
emphasizes that the ultimate goal is to dispense with classification criteria and directly define interneuron types by function.

I

Markers

Parvalbumin

Adam Kepecs1 & Gordon Fishell2

nterneurons, of all the cells within the forebrain, are the most diverse
in terms of morphology, connectivity and physiological properties1.
Until 10 years ago, their classification, with a few notable exceptions2, remained descriptive. Moreover, interneuron diversity was often
treated either as a quasi continuum or a diversity space with cell types
numbering potentially in the hundreds3,4. Studies from the past few
years have coalesced into the surprising view that interneuron diversity
may fundamentally be far more limited. When we consider their commonalities at a genetic, circuit or functional level, an argument can be
made for condensing large subclasses of interneurons into more finite
groups. In this Review, we suggest that, on the basis of both developmental and functional criteria, interneuron diversity can be simplified
and addressed experimentally. The differences in connectivity, gene
expression and physiological properties of interneurons found across

Connectivity

Vasoactive
intestinal
peptide

Calretinin

Neuropeptide Y

seminal breakthrough came from the realization that interneurons
Cholecystokinin
originated within focal subcortical proliferative zones10. This first came
to light with landmark papers showing that the GABAergic populations from the ganglionic eminences migrated dorsally to populate the
Nitric oxide
cortex10, as well as to all other structures within the telencephalon11,12.
synthase
Subsequent work in the spinal cord, led to the conjecture that an understanding of how specific subtypes are generated would come from a
detailed analysis of gene expression within progenitors. It was assumed
Reelin
that combinatorial transcriptional codes in subpallial progentiors functioned to establish distinct cortical interneuron subtypes.
Figure
1 | Multiple dimensions of interneuron diversity. Interneuron cell types are usually defined using a combination of criteria based on morphology,
The connection between developmental origins and
interneuron
connectivity
pattern,
diversity has steadily expanded over the past 20 years. Almost
all synaptic properties, marker expression and intrinsic firing properties. The highlighted connections define fast-spiking cortical basket cells.
GABAergic interneurons within the telencephalon arise from one of
analysis
of the basal ganglia suggests that only the MGE is a major source clearer as their transcription targets have been identified. These include
two embryonic subcortical progenitor zones, the medial
ganglionic
22
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of interneuron populations within these structures .

Elmo1, Dlx5 and Dlx6, Arx and Gemin2 (or Zep2), each of which has

a

b

Network
state

Behavioural
events
Time

Figure 4 | Coordination and flow control hypotheses of recruitment.
a, Coordination hypothesis. The bottom trace shows a local field potential
representing the network state in the hippocampus. The firing of different
neuron types (chandelier cell, light blue; basket cell, red; OLM cell, blue;
pyramidal cell, brown) can be described in reference to the local field

Entry

Exit

Cue

Reward
Time

potential, both in terms of overall activity level and phase relationship87,107,113.
b, Flow control hypothesis. The bottom arrows mark the timing of four
behavioural events: entry, exit, cue and reward. The firing of different neuron
types (vasointestinal peptide, green; parvalbumin, red; somatostatin, blue;
pyramidal cell brown) can be described in reference to these events84,102.
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Table 1 Fast-spiking interneurons, basket cells
Interneuron
type
CA3
interneuron

Experimental
Mathematical model type
basis
Biophysical, multiPassive – generic
(Na, K-D)
Active – generic
r Science+Business Media New York 2013
f-I – yes
CA3 SP
Biophysical, multiPassive – generic
interneuron (Na, K-DR, K-Ca, K-AHP, Active – generic
K-A, Ca-L)
f-I – yes
CA3 SP
Derivative, subsequent
Hippocampus, model inhibitory cells refer to mathematical models of neurons that are
designed
to
interneuron (Traub et al. 1995)
a
represent (GABAergic) inhibitory interneurons in the hippocampus. Specifically,CA1
biophysically
fastBiophysical, singlePassive – generic
Active – generic
motivated models of interneurons located in the CA1, CA3 and dentate gyrus (DG)spiking
regions of(Na,
theK-DR)
basket cell
f-I – yes
hippocampus are described. These cellular models have been developed for two main purposes: (i)
CA1 fastDerivative, subsequent
to examine how their biophysical characteristics affect and control electrophysiological
output
and
spiking
(Wang and Buzsáki 1996)
(ii) to examine network output given the modeled cellular characteristics. This article
summarizes
basket
cell
CA3
Biophysical, multiPassive – generic
a comprehensive set of such models.
interneuron (Na, K-DR)
Active – generic
f-I – no
c
hematic illustrating two main classes of interneuron types in hippocampus CA1, based on their postsynaptic
CA1 fastBiophysical, singlePassive – generic
Vida 2010
lso schematized are the layers (l.-m., rad., pyr., ori.) where the cell bodies are found and where their targets
spiking
(Na, K-DR)
Active – generic
interneuron
l as input coming from other regions (perforant path PP, Schaffer collaterals (Sch)). The first class (shown on
f-I – no
re interneurons that target perisomatic regions of the excitatory, pyramidal cell. They include basket cells
CA1 fastDerivative, subsequent
ets: soma and proximal dendrites) and axoaxonic cells (AA, targets: axon initial segments). The second class
spiking
(White et al. 1998)
n the right) are
interneurons
that
target
dendritic
regions.
They
include
bistratified
cells
(BS)
that
innervate
the
The brain consists of two classes of neurons, excitatory and inhibitory cells. Excitatory
cells were
interneuron
l dendrites, neurogliaform (NG) interneurons that target apical dendrites, and O–LM interneurons that target
DG basket
Biophysical,
multiPassive – specific
typically thought to be long ranging with their connections, whereas inhibitory cells were
viewed
as
apical dendrites (l.m. layer) (With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Hippocampal
cell
(Na, K-DRf, K-A, K-Ca,
Active – specific
“localV.,circuit
neurons”
interneurons
2003).
Today,
it isI. clear
cuits (Cutsuridis,
Graham,
B., Cobb, or
S. &
Vida, I., eds.),(Shepherd
Part I, Chapter
2, 2010,
p.27–67,
Vida, that this is not necessarily
K-AHP, Ca-L, Ca-N)
f-I – yes
ogy of Hippocampal
4)
the case,Neurons,”
as someFigure
inhibitory
cell types have long extensions (e.g., see Jinno et al. 2007).
Regardless,
DG basket
Derivative, subsequent
and 2 illustrate
several types of
interneuronsisinoften
the hippocampus,
either from
a dendriticthe “interneuron”
terminology
used synonymously
with
“inhibitory cell.” cell
(Santhakumar et al. 2005)

Definition

etc.

Detailed Description

Functional aspects
Network (carbachol-driven
population rhythms)

Intrinsic (active, VGCs in dendrites, Traub and
and spike transduction)
Miles (1995)
Network (population bursts with
dendritic GJ coupling)
Network (gamma rhythms)

Network (gamma rhythms)

perisomatic-targeting perspective (Fig. 1) or from an interneuron-targeting perspective
Inhibitory cells or interneurons in the mammalian brain are also termed GABAergic since their
. Much work continues to uncover the richness of interneuron diversity (e.g., see
CA1 basket Biophysical, multiprimary
neurotransmitter
is
GABA,
which
causes
an
inhibitory,
hyperpolarizing
response
in(Na,
theK-DR)
cell
erland and Topolnik 2012), and it is clear that we still have much to learn to be able to

Traub (1995)
Wang and
Buzsáki
(1996)
Bartos et al.
(2007)b

Network (GABAergic modulation of Wallenstein
place field development)
and Hasselmo
(1997)
Network (loss of synchrony
mechanisms)

Models of ‘identifiable’ hippocampal interneurons
- comprehensive list organized in 3 Tables, considering 5 aspects

Introduction and Background Context

References
Traub et al.
(1992)

Network (theta/gamma rhythms)

White et al.
(1998)
White et al.
(2000)

Network (DG hyperexcitability,
Santhakumar
mossy fiber, and mossy cell changes) et al. (2005)
Network (DG hyperexcitability,
topology changes)

Morgan and
Soltesz
(2008)d
Passive – generic Network (active, VGCs in dendrites, Saraga et al.
(2006)
Active – generic and synchrony with dendritic GJ
coupling)

Buzsáki (1996) model
c
Stated to be applicable to CA1
d
Other derivative model references can be found in Morgan and Soltesz (2010)
e
Passive model characteristics from Nörenberg et al. (2010)

Table 2 Horizontal dendrites, distal dendrite-targeting interneuron types
Interneuron
type
Mathematical model type
CA1 O–LM Biophysical, multiinterneuron (Na, K-DR, K-A, h-sag)
CA1 O–LM
interneuron
DG HIPP
interneuron

Derivative, simplification to
single- (Saraga et al. 2003)
Biophysical, multi- (Na,
K-DRf, K-A, K-Ca, K-AHP,
Ca-L, h-sag)

CA3 O–LM Biophysical, single- (Na, Na-p,
interneuron K-DR, h-sag)
CA1 O–LM Biophysical, single- (Na, Na-p,
interneuron K-DR, h-sag)
CA1 O–LM Biophysical, multi- (Na,
interneuron K-DRf, K-DRs, K-A, K-Ca,
K-M, Ca-T, Ca-L, h-sag)
CA1 O–LM Biophysical, multi- (Na, K-DR,
interneuron K-A, h-sag)
CA3 O–LM Biophysical, single- (Na,
interneuron K-DR, K-Ca, Ca-L, h-sag)
CA1 O–LM Biophysical, single- (Na, Na-p,
interneuron K-DR, h-sag)
a

Experimental
basis
Functional aspects
Passive – specific Intrinsic (active, VGCs in
Active – specific dendrites, and spike propagation)
f-I – yes
Network (theta/gamma rhythms)
Passive – specific
Active – specific
f-I – yes
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – specific
Active – specific
f-I – yes
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no

etc.

References
Saraga et al.
(2003)
Gloveli et al.
(2005)a
Santhakumar
et al. (2005)b
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Network (theta-phase separation,
encoding, and retrieval in CA3)

Kunec et al.
(2005)

Network (theta rhythm)

Rotstein et al.
(2005)

Interneuron
type
Mathematical model type
CA1 O/A
Biophysical, singleinterneuron (Na, Na-p, K-DR, K-D)

Network (DG hyperexcitability,
mossy fiber, and mossy cell
changes)

Intrinsic (K-M current control of
spiking)

Lawrence
et al. (2006)

Network (encoding and retrieval in Cutsuridis
CA1 theta rhythm microcircuit)
et al. (2010)
Network (theta/gamma rhythms)

Neymotin
et al. (2011)

Network (GABAergic
Cutsuridis
contributions during theta – gating, and Hasselmo
timing, and phase precession)
(2012)

Other derivative model references include Tort et al. (2007) and Wulff et al. (2009)
See Table 1 for derivative model articles

b
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Table 3 Other interneuron types

CA1 O/A
Derivative, expansion to
interneuron multi- (Skinner et al. 1999)
CA1a O/A Biophysical, singleCB+
(Na, K-DR, K-Ca, Ca-L,
interneuron h-sag)
CA1 LM/
Biophysical, singleRAD
(Na, Na-p, K-DRf, K-DRs,
c
interneuron K-A, K-D)
CA1 LM/
RAD
interneuron
CA1 AAC
CA1 BSC

Derivative, subsequent
(Morin et al. 2010)
Biophysical, multi(Na, K-DR, K-A, K-Ca,
K-AHP, Ca-L, Ca-N)

CA1 AAC,
CA1 BSC

Biophysical, single(Na, K-DR, K-A)

CA1 Ivy
cell
CA1 NGL
cell

Biophysical, single(Na, K-DR)

a

Experimental
basis
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
f-I – yes

Functional aspects
References
Network (synchronized bursting with Skinner et al.
GJ and inhibitory coupling)
(1999)
Intrinsic (K-D current control of
bursting)

Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – specific
Active – specific
f-I – no
f-I – yes

Network (septo-hippocampal theta
rhythms)

Saraga and
Skinner
(2002)
Wang
(2002)b

Intrinsic (subthreshold MPO
generation)

Morin et al.
(2010)

Network (reliable theta-frequency
spiking in virtual networks)

Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no
Passive – generic
Active – generic
f-I – no

Network (encoding and retrieval in
CA1 theta rhythm microcircuit)

Sritharan and
Skinner
(2012)
Cutsuridis
et al. (2010)

Network (GABAergic contributions
during theta – gating, timing, and
phase precession)

Cutsuridis
and Hasselmo
(2012)

Passive – generic Network (GABAergic contributions
Active – generic during theta – gating, timing, and
phase precession)
f-I – no

Cutsuridis
and Hasselmo
(2012)

etc.

Referred to as CA1
This paper also included a MS non-cholinergic model, and derivative models of it representing hippocampal

b

50 mV

(a)

Oriens lacunosum-moleculare (OLM) interneuron
O–LM
(b)
by horizontal cells in CAI
2178 Feed-back inhibition

5 mV

IR-DIC

less, anterograde PHAL (Phaseolus vulgaris leucoagglutinin) transport
combined with postembedding GABA immunostaining of the labelled
nA
axon terminals clearly 0.5
demonstrated
that hippocamposeptal nonpyramidal neurons in stratum
oriens-80% of which contain
calbindin
Neurobiotin
Somatostatin
(Toth and Freund, 1992)-are GABAergic (Toth et al., 1993).

S

Oriens-alveus horizontal
interneurons activated in a feed-back
–70
100 mV
manner: implications
mV for function

S
D

50 ms

Perforant

S.lac.mol.

D
90 µm

100
mV

S.rad.

The proportion of degenerating
in synaptic contact with
I
–0.1boutons
nA
250
ms
I feed-back
mGluRI-immunoreactive dendrites
–0.2 nA in stratum oriens of CAI is
inhibition
Neurobiotin
Parvalbumin
very high-->60% of all –0.3
boutons,
an
nA which should be considered
1 ms
underestimate (see above)-and is likely to represent at least 75% of
all excitatory (GABA-negative) boutons. This indicates that the major
µM of
ACPD
source Downloaded
of excitatory
afferents to100
this type
interneuron is local, i.e.
s.p.
from rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org on July 22, 2014
the recurrent collaterals
of CAI Downloaded
pyramidal
cells. The mGluR1(e)
Theta
Sharp wave
from rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org on July 22, 2014
I
immunoreactive cells of this region are known to be identical to the
I
I
S.O.
somatostatin-containing subpopulation of GABAergic interneurons
(Somogyi et al., 1984; Kunkel and Schwartzkroin, 1988; Baude et al.,
50 pA
1993), which project to stratum lacunosum-moleculare, and innervate
pyramidal cell dendrites in conjunction with entorhinal afferents 2 Min
(Gulyas er a/., I993a; Maccafem and McBain, 1995). According to
the present results, inhibition in the termination zone of entorhinal
FIG. 5. Schematic diagram summarizing the connectivity of CAI stratum
1
2
3
afferents is activated
in
a
feed-back
manner,
which
means
that
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
oriensinterneurons:
horizontal interneurons.
As shown in and
the present
study, both
mGIuR I Long-term
potentiation
in hippocampal oriens
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1995
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and
Dimitri
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Kullmann
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activity is unable
to inducepresynaptic
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postsynaptic
induction,
expression
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Universityneurons
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candidate
retrograde
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Thus,
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published
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the efficacy
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Cycling Process: Hyperpolarization-activated inward currents (Ih) in dendrites?
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Figure 3: A schematic-40
of our mathematical network model. The model contains OLM interneuron models,
BiC models, and BC/AAC
-60 models. The number of cells (350 OLM, 120 BiC, 380 BC/AAC) and connectivity of each cell type is based on estimates derived from the literature. Filled in black circles represent
inhibitory synapses. Each cell receives excitatory input that is taken from our experimental intracellular
recordings of the respective cell types (EPSCPV and EPSCOLM ). Each cell in turn innervates the LFP
representation at the appropriate
layer. Our0.4LFP representation,
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.6 which is a somatic recording of a passive
PYR model (based on Migliore and Migliore,
2012),
Time
(s) integrates these inputs. We use a spectral analysis of
the membrane potential at the soma of the LFP representation to determine the LFP power. As it remains
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Model Methods

Model Methods

...different ‘types’ of experimentally linked OLM cell models
NETWORK MODEL

OL

Two distinct regions in which OLM cells
do or do not (red) affect theta power
Ferguson et al.

Ferguson et al.

OLM-BiC interactions affect theta power

OLM-BiC interactions affect theta power

(a) cOLM,BiC = 0.21, cBiC,OLM = 0.13

Figure 6: Two simulated networks with different OLM-BiC synaptic strengths are compared. The effect of

CA1 Hippocampal Model(s) - Can we do this?
Maybe.
We should definitely be sharing, but...
Models and their development should not and
cannot really be separated from their context (‘function’)

Why not? (not as ‘nice’ as worms or crabs....)
Hippocampal function?

(e.g., not just CA1, and we’re building the models to get biological/physiological insight...)

What to include? (unclear because of above)

CA1 Hippocampal Model(s) - Can we do this?
Suggestions
Determine and define common context/framework first
(e.g., theta, gamma, SPWR, seizures, place cells/grid cells, phase precession, in vitro, in vivo aspects etc.)

Then build community

Ensure metadata is included given the above
(e.g., species, temperature, solutions, recording details, etc.)

Separate context-dependent and context-independent experimental data for model
parameters
(e.g., synaptic decay time constants ok, but perhaps not reversal potentials;
channel kinetics ok but probably not channel conductances etc.)

Implementation - integrating models of different detail - I/O possibilities? and try to
take advantage of theoretical aspects...
(e.g., Hedrick and Cox)

